More than devices for road construction machines

Separating non-safety and safety software functions in ECUs

Kindling with a plan
Adding Connectivity to Your Design

Microchip offers support for a variety of wired and wireless communication protocols, including peripheral devices and solutions that are integrated with a PIC® Microcontroller (MCU) or dsPIC® Digital Signal Controller (DSC).

Microchip’s Solutions include:

**USB**
8-, 16- and 32-bit USB MCUs for basic, low-cost applications to complex and highly integrated systems along with free license software libraries including support for USB device, host, and On-The-Go.

**Ethernet**
PIC MCUs with integrated 10/100 Ethernet MAC, standalone Ethernet controllers and EUI-48™/EUI-64™ enabled MAC address chips.

**CAN**
8-, 16- and 32-bit MCUs and 16-bit DSCs with integrated CAN, stand alone CAN controllers, CAN I/O expanders and CAN transceivers.

**LIN**
LIN Bus Master Nodes as well as LIN Bus Slave Nodes for 8-, 16- and 32-bit PIC MCUs and 16-bit dsPIC DSCs. The physical layer connection is supported by CAN and LIN transceivers.

**Wi-Fi®**
Innovative wireless chips and modules allowing a wide range of devices to connect to the Internet. Embedded IEEE Std 802.11 Wi-Fi transceiver modules and free TCP/IP stacks.

**ZigBee®**
Certified ZigBee Compliant Platform (ZCP) for the ZigBee PRO, ZigBee RF4CE and ZigBee 2006 protocol stacks. Microchip’s solutions consist of transceiver products, PIC18, PIC24 and PIC32 MCU and dsPIC DSC families, and certified firmware protocol stacks.

**MiWi™**
MiWi and MiWi P2P are free proprietary protocol stacks developed by Microchip for short-range wireless networking applications based on the IEEE 802.15.4™ WPAN specification.

BEFORE YOUR NEXT WIRED OR WIRELESS DESIGN:
1. Download free software libraries
2. Find a low-cost development tool
3. Order samples

www.microchip.com/usb
www.microchip.com/ethernet
www.microchip.com/can
www.microchip.com/lin
www.microchip.com/wireless

Wi-Fi G Demo Board (DV102412)
Since March 2012, we have been publishing both: The CAN Newsletter, which you are reading right now, and the CAN Newsletter Online, which you might visit from time to time. The printed version, available on paper as well as PDF-format, focuses on technical and background information. The online version is rather product-oriented, providing news and reports as well as features and dossiers on designated topics. Both publications are linked to our other publications: CiA’s website, CiA’s Product Guides, CiA’s conference proceedings, and CiA’s Weekly Telegraph, which is an email sent periodically to the subscribers, informing them briefly about all published news.

All these publications are cross-media linked, which means that they cross-reference each other and also provide external links to other publications (e.g., Wikipedia, other magazines, companies’ websites). The benefit for the user and visitor: Wherever you enter CiA’s cross-media landscape, you can find your way to more product-related information, published in the CAN Newsletter Online and the CiA Product Guides. If you are looking for technical in-depth articles you will be guided to the printed CAN Newsletter or CiA’s conference proceedings. By the way, the proceedings of the 13 international CAN Conferences (ICC) comprise more than 480 papers. Its little sister, the international Mobile Machine Control (MMC) conference, took place for the first time in June this year. The 22 MMC presentations are documented in the related proceedings, which are available at the CiA office.

Besides the cross-media strategy, we are also committed to multi-media solutions, meaning we present information in text, images, and in future also in audio as well as video content. We, the editors, have lots of ambitious ideas when it comes to cross-media. Even though we learn something new every day, quite often we are financially limited. Since our magazine is available for free we do not always have the resources we wish we had. Sometimes, this limits the realization of our ideas.

Social media has been getting more important for quite a while now. That’s why we provide each article in the CAN Newsletter Online with a link to Facebook, Google+, and Twitter.

The resonance has been modest but growing and we hope for further interaction through these possibilities.

The editorial team of the CAN Newsletter at work on the current edition (from left to right: Nickel Plankermann, Cindy Weissmüller, Annegret Emerich, Holger Zeltwanger)
Editorial

internet forums, weblogs, you are invited by means (Quick Response) codes to the journey or linkage of media forms. It refers networks, podcasts, etc. This includes property, service, story, among people in which displayed, or accessed they create, share, and a live performance in a media devices used to by information content are Facebook, Twitter, Social-media refers to Well-known examples blogging, wikis, social and ideas in virtual devices are electronic presentations, several pre- functional safety. After a search, or their experiences regarding manufacturers, researchers and an expert from TÜV Rhineland (Germany) presented their applications, products, their re- search, or their experiences regarding functional safety. After a couple of theoretical pre- sentations, several pre- sentations about practical applications drew interest among the listeners. On the first day, L. Fraccaro from Autec Safety (Italy) fascinated with his “Mowers to the limits” and their application on steep slopes or mine fields. The included videos of the adaption of mowers to hazardous areas give rise to interested comments from the audience. E. Lautner from Hydac (Germany) managed to captivate his listeners with “System and software design for a mod- ern grape harvesting machine fulfilling state of the art functional safety require- ments and implementations”. He also showed a short film about the usage of harvesting machines and the challenges the machine builder has to face during the construction of the self-driven grape harvester machine.

The other link to social-media that we are working on is the discussion forum, which we have established on Linke- dln (CAN Newsletter group). In the group, we would like to discuss the published articles and news with our readers and users. Of course we are not only looking for a discussion between the editors and the users. It is our intention that the readers and visitors use the articles and news as a spark for discussions between themselves. We, the editors, will use these discussions as prompt for our editorial work, in order to incorporate the interests of the readers in our article selection. Modern media, in par- ticular online media, is some- times described as a jungle: The new economy of me- dia is like the ecology of the rainforest – small plants like ferns, which are close to the ground, are in good shape, and the giant trees, which benefit from the sunshine, are growing properly.

Nothing can grow in the middle! We regard our publica- tions as small plants grow- ing on the tropical rainforest’s ground.

We are working on de- veloping blossoms and not just stems and leaves. If the readers and advertisers help to foster our media, we have a good chance of surviving in the new media jungle.

So please invite your business friends and part- ners to use and to visit CiA’s publications.

Holger Zeltwanger

Definitions

Cross-media is a media property, service, story, or information, which is distributed across media platforms using a variety of media forms. It refers to the journey or linkage across devices and through forms. Cross-media invites the readers and users to crossover from one medium to another (e.g. reading this magazine you are invited by means of hyperlinks or QR (Quick Response) codes to online media.)

Multi-media includes a combination of text, audio, still images, animation, video, or interactivity content forms. It is usually recorded and played, displayed, or accessed by information content processing devices, such as computerized and electronic devices, but can also be part of a live performance in a conference. Multimedia devices are electronic media devices used to store and experience multimedia content.

Social-media refers to the means of interaction among people in which they create, share, and exchange information and ideas in virtual communities and networks. This includes internet forums, weblogs, social blogs, micro-blogging, wikis, social networks, podcasts, etc. Well-known examples are Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and LinkedIn.

MMC 2013: Focus on functional safety

About 80 participants came to the Meistersingerhalle in Nuremberg for the 1st international Mobile Machine Control (MMC) conference on June 12 and 13. The 22 speakers talked about chal- lenges and solutions of mobile machine control. Various companies displayed their productand innovations in the accompanying tabletop exhibition.

The MMC attracted numerous visi- tors to Nuremberg, who wanted to hear about new ideas when it comes to safety in mobile machines. Device manufactur- ers, researchers and an expert from TÜV Rheinland (Germany) presented their applications, products, their re- search, or their experiences regarding functional safety. After a couple of theoretical pre- sentations, several pre- sentations about practical applications drew interest among the listeners.

On the first day, L. Fraccaro from Autec Safety (Italy) fascinated with his “Mowers to the limits” and their application on steep slopes or mine fields. The included videos of the adaption of mowers to hazardous areas give rise to interested comments from the audience. E. Lautner from Hydac (Germany) managed to captivate his listeners with “System and software design for a modern grape harvesting machine fulfilling state of the art functional safety requirements and implementations”. He also showed a short film about the usage of harvesting machines and the challenges the machine builder has to face during the construction of the self-driven grape harvester machine.

On the second day, Uwe Koppe from Microcontrol (Germany) started the confer- ence with his speech about hints and kinks for properly using CANopen communica- tion in mobile machines. Among other interesting presentations was also the talk from Yves Legrand working with Freescale Semiconductors (France). He presented application ideas for 77-GHz radar tech- nology and functional safety for advanced driving assistance. In total, most of the pa- pers were of high quality and not overly marketing oriented. All presentations, ex- cept one, are documented in the printed proceedings. The 250-pages booklet in DIN A4 format can be purchased from the CiA office.

Between the presenta- tions, the visitors took the oppor- tunity to socialize and to talk to the exhibitors at the open tabletop exhibition next door. Softing (Germany) pre- sented the SMT, a universal measuring and automation system for mobile and sta- tionary applications. Also interesting were the shown PLCs supporting function- al safety by Hirschmann (Germany), Inter Control (Germany), and Sensor-Technik Wiedem- ann (Germany). The CAN-to-WLAN gateway by Sontheim (Germany) also got some attention. Sponsored by Hirschmann, Inter Control, Sensor-Technik Wiedemann, Soft- ing Automotive and Sontheim, the confer- ence worked with media partners Automa (Czech Republic), Mobile Maschinen (Ger- many), and SPS-Magazin (Germany). The next MMC is scheduled for 2015. “Hopeful- ly, we will see a growing interest in machine control and a growing number of partici- pants,” said Gisela Scheib from CiA, re- sponsible for the conference organization.
Janz Tec AG, has been one of the leading manufacturers of electronic assemblies and complete industrial computer systems since 1982. The company describes itself as Industrial Computing Architects and develops embedded PCs, industrial computers and industrial communication according to customer requirements.

Good communication is very important nowadays – not just in real life, but also in machines, plant and complex industrial applications from a wide range of industries. This applies especially if error-free transmission of data is required due to more and more compact construction and the necessity for more performance in the case of distributed systems. For this reason, Janz Tec AG also places great value on innovative and sophisticated technology in the industrial communication business sector. The InCom products developed in-house enable the control systems for your machines, plan and systems to be kept at the highest level.

With 30 years of experience in the market, Janz Tec AG is capable of meeting individual customer requirements at any time – this starts as early as the concept phase, continues through the development and production of the components up to series delivery.

30 years of experience in industrial computer systems
It’s done

Once again it’s done. The September issue of the CAN Newsletter got published. We have got quite a lot of interesting articles about CAN and CANopen, which we are happy to share with you. We also would like to thank all authors for their ideas and applications.

Upcoming next ...

Unfortunately we couldn’t publish all articles in the current issue of our Newsletter. Though we will release them in the December issue:

• V-model development of safety application
• Encoders make mobile elevating work platforms flexible
• Walking excavator using J1939-linked hydraulics
• Electric servo drives prove themselves in outdoor use
• CANopen for Chinese product quality

We are always looking for “unusual”, fancy, CAN-related applications. You think yours would perfectly fit in our magazine? Then don’t hesitate to contact us and share your article with over 6000 CAN Newsletter readers.

Thanks for your support.

We hope you will enjoy this issue of the CAN Newsletter.

The editors

PS Your comment on this issue to pr@can-cia.org helps to improve this magazine.
The WAGO-I/O-SYSTEM 750 – One System for All Applications!

CAN be connected to any fieldbus

750-658 CAN Gateway:
- Gateway for all CAN protocols
- CAN 2.0A, CAN 2.0B
- Supports all CAN baud rates and autobaud
- Operating modes: sniffer, transparent, mapped I/O

www.wago.com
**Hand-held CANopen diagnostic tool**

The stand-alone CANopen Diag tool offers various operation modes. In one mode it communicates with a single CANopen NMT slave device under test (DUT). In this use case, the tool acts as the SDO client for the SDO default server of the DUT. The user can write and read to the DUT’s entire object dictionary.

When using the tool to access a CANopen network with several devices, it can optionally ask the SDO Manager in the network for permission before using a slave device’s default SDO server. Alternatively, there is a listen-only mode to guarantee pure monitoring access. Either approach will avoid any CAN collisions.

**Network monitoring and event history**

When the tool monitors the network traffic and shows the selected events, it does not actively generate any CAN messages by itself. This function is used to get a first impression of what is currently happening in the network. The screen shows the messages and provides some additional information (e.g. node 3 boot-up message). The event history list collects dedicated CANopen messages and records them to be analyzed later with the CANopen Diag Manager Software.

The reported events include EMCY messages of individual nodes, NMT messages with a specific content (e.g. start all nodes), SDO abort messages with a specific error code, and many other detailed CANopen and LSS messages.

The tool could also be used to scan the network and the connected CANopen devices.

**Links**

www.esacademy.com

www.peak-system.com

---

**Introduction**

The CANopen Diag hand-held diagnostic tool by Embedded Systems Academy is based on the PCAN-Diag hardware by Peak-System Technik. It complies with the CiA 301 (version 4.2) application layer specification. In addition, it supports the CiA 305 Layer Setting Service (LSS) specification (version 2.2). The add-on software module for the CiA 447 car add-on devices application profile complies with the version 2.0.

**Literature**

Our EC1000: A strong CODESYS controller for the modular CANtrol EC control system. The high performance EtherCAT I/O modules are lined up directly next to the PLC controller. The EC1000 offers state-of-the-art industrial Ethernet technology combined with a CAN/CANopen interface. It is a control platform which combines tried and tested CAN components with state-of-the-art EtherCAT modules to create an optimal control solution.

- Optimal performance with EtherCAT up to the I/O terminal
- Easy visualisation with CODESYS Visu and Berghof Ethernet terminals
- Fast connections with Ethernet/EtherCAT®, CANopen and serial
- EC1000 starter package with CODESYS V3. Information at: www.berghof.com/starterpaket

Berghof Automationstechnik GmbH
Harrestrasse 1
72800 Eningen | Germany
controls@berghof.com
www.berghof.com
For more complete functional testing of a CiA 447 network, in particular the CiA 447 gateway, the module also adds a tester node, which is a simulated, actively communicating CiA 447 slave implementation running inside CANopen Diag. A special stress test mode allows executing up to 14 virtual tester nodes in parallel.

CAN measurements

CANopen Diag is also able to measure the busload, the termination resistance and the voltage levels on the bus. The busload diagram shows a short history for the overall bus utilization of a running CANopen network. Momentary peaks are indicated in red. Of special interest is the average busload, which should stay as stable as possible. While the tool doesn’t provide latency measurements for individual messages (e.g. delay of PDOs), it does show the occurrence of error frames.

The built-in oscilloscope provides measurements of the signal quality. There are two independent channels with a sampling frequency of up to 20 MHz. The memory depth is 64000 samples. The timer resolution is up to 50 ns. Triggering options include start of data/remote frame, end of data/remote frame, start of error frame, and on specific CAN-IDs.

Holger Zeltwanger
A mobile dialogue: Robust and simple to operate

Developed for you with passion: Dialogue module PDM360 NG for mobile vehicles. The powerful process and dialogue unit of the latest generation has a scratch-resistant high-resolution 7” TFT colour display. 9 backlit function keys with tactile feedback guarantee intuitive operation in the field. Its robust diecast housing with protection rating IP 67 ensures the highest reliability for mounting inside or outside the cabin. It is easy to program and allows immediate fast and flexible use.

ifm electronic – close to you!

www.ifm.com/gb/mobile
Implementing CANopen in hardware

Pietro Tosi, Franco Bigongiari, Walter Errico
The CCIPC is a hardware solution for CANopen implementation in charge of managing CAN physical, data link and application layers simultaneously. It is capable of managing the main CANopen protocol aspects (NMT, PDOs, SDO, etc.) with additional features as bus redundancy and error correction and detection (EDAC) algorithms for high-reliable communication. The CCIPC has been designed with a lot of configurable and customisable parameters and it can be implemented both in ASIC and FPGA technologies.

Architecture of the CANopen core

Within a CAN network, the CCIPC takes the role of a CANopen slave node. CCIPC implements the following CANopen services:

- PDO handler (synchronous and asynchronous RPDO and TPDO)
- SDO handler (expedited, segmented and block)
- Network Management
- Synch consumer
- Heartbeat consumer and producer

The CCIPC also supports a specific service, called Redundancy Manager, in charge of executing redundancy algorithm and managing CAN network multiplexing.

Figure 1 presents the CANopen Controller IP core architecture. The CAN controller module is the manager of the CAN interface and it’s able to transmit, receive and filter CAN messages.

The Bus manager module is part of the Network Manager block; it is represented as a separate block in order to explicitly show the CCIPC capability to implement the Bus Redundancy management protocol. The two CAN queue blocks (MsgIn and MsgOut Queue) are used to temporarily store messages received and messages to be transmitted, using a FIFO mechanism.

The Network Manager is the module that controls and coordinates all system functionalities. It performs the Network Management and the Heartbeat Error control services. The event handler module is in charge of enabling the different CANopen functionalities (SDO, RPDO and TPDO) according to the state of its input trigger signals. The OD (object dictionary) handler is the module that has direct access to the CANopen Object Dictionary area in order to implement the different CANopen communication services (PDO and SDO protocols).

The Object Dictionary area has been split in two main subsets:

- Internal area (communication parameter), which stores the PDO communication parameters area;
- External area (mapping parameter & application objects), which includes the PDO mapping parameters area and the manufacturer-specific profile area (2000h to 5FFFh).

The Index pointer RAM internal memory block contains the tables of pointer, keeping the cross references between the...
In order to work as a CANopen slave node in accordance with the Network Management (NMT) “reset node” and “reset communication” services, the CCIPC needs to access two external memory areas, hereafter simply called ROM and RAM.

The ROM area is assigned to store the default values for TPDO/RPDO communication/mapping parameters and for application objects that have to be loaded after power-on or when the “reset node” or “reset communication” requests are received. Depending on the specific instance and in case of a FPGA implementation, this area can be realized with different solutions:

◆ Internal implementation as a LUT circuit (for example in case of 1-2 node with application objects limited to a few hundred bytes),

◆ Internal RAM macro-cell. A dedicated internal FPGA memory has to be preloaded before releasing the CCIPC reset_n signal (e.g. the case of an external microprocessor or a serial link connected to a remote server/memory devices).

◆ External EEPROM memory. This is a simple (and costly) solution achievable with an external non-volatile memory,

The RAM area is assigned to keep TPDO and RPDO Mapping Parameters and Application object data. This area is shared between the CCIPC core and the External Device. Depending on the number of Node supported and Application Object defined, this area can be implemented exploiting the internal macro-cells (in case of implementation on FPGA) or as part of an external RAM device.

The CCIPC also includes an additional memory area, called configuration area that collects all CCIPC configuration and status registers.

Three different interfaces are available to realize the memory sharing between the CCIPC and its Host Device depending on the different CAN network user categories (CPU-less, micro-controller and CPU) and also different OD structure size:

◆ The generic I/O interface is the more general solution, where an external arbiter module is in charge of managing the sharing of the memory device between the CCIPC and host device according to request/lock signals coming from the two interfaces;

◆ Internal implementation as a LUT circuit (for example in case of 1-2 node with application objects limited to a few hundred bytes),

◆ Internal RAM macro-cell. A dedicated internal FPGA memory has to be preloaded before releasing the CCIPC reset_n signal (e.g. the case of an external microprocessor or a serial link connected to a remote server/memory devices).

Figure 3: CCIPC host interface

Figure 4: CCIPC graphical user interface

OD application objects and their physical addresses in the external shared-memory. The memory controller is the unit that handles the access on the core’s internal and external memory areas. An auxiliary arbiter module allows sharing of the external memory between CCIPC and the host device.

**Host interfaces**

The CCIPC is designed to cover all aspects of the protocol, exposing the CANopen object dictionary to the user as a shared-memory area with additional received messages notification (interrupt) signals and transmission request triggers.

- Internal implementation as a LUT circuit (for example in case of 1-2 node with application objects limited to a few hundred bytes),
- Internal RAM macro-cell. A dedicated internal FPGA memory has to be preloaded before releasing the CCIPC reset_n signal (e.g. the case of an external microprocessor or a serial link connected to a remote server/memory devices).

Figure 5: Error detection and correction algorithm
The AMBA network interface is designed for complex System on Chip (SoC) solutions. It is composed of an AMBA AHB master module used to request read or write operations on the external memory device and an AMBA AHB slave module to access the CCIPC configuration & status area.

The direct interface is used for small CCIPC solutions in which application objects are directly mapped into FPGA or ASIC, exploiting its register and pins resources.

Additional features

The first feature regards the CCIPC behavior when a failure occurs in a CAN network. CCIPC utilizes the Heartbeat protocol receiving and transmitting Heartbeat messages to detect failures on the net. When CCIPC does not receive the Heartbeat message from the NMT master node, it generates a “Heartbeat event”. This event is used by CCIPC to implement the “Bus Redundancy Management” protocol. Through this protocol, CCIPC is able to control two CAN networks (nominal and redundant). CCIPC periphery is furnished with a bus selection flag that allows defining which is the CAN network that is currently active.

Two parameters are available to control the redundancy protocol:
- T-toggle counter defines the maximum number of Heartbeat events before switching the bus;
- N-toggle counter defines the maximum number of network toggling before stopping the redundancy process.

Another characteristic of the CCIPC is the implementation of the EDAC algorithm, based on the Hamming code shown in Figure 5, in order to detect and correct single-bit errors and detect double-bit errors in internal and external memory devices.

Graphical user interface

A CCIPC-oriented GUI (graphical user interface) leads the user during the configuration phase of the main CCIPC configuration parameters and also to edit the object dictionary compatible with the EDS (electronic data sheet) standard.

The following items can be set:
- System frequency in the range of 10 to 16 MHz;
- CAN network bit-rate (1 Mbit/s, 500 kbit/s, 250 kbit/s, 125 kbit/s);
- Host Interface;
- PDO communication & mapping parameters;
- Application objects;
- CCIPC configuration objects:
  - Synchronous Window Length;
  - Heartbeat consumer and producer time;
  - Redundancy Manager parameters.

CANopen® Master/Slave protocol software for the development of embedded applications

- Windows CANopen drivers enable quick implementation of PC-based control and test applications
- Broad range of PC interfaces to fit your specific requirements
- Tools for configuration, testing and analyzing
- Consultation, implementation and development services
In addition to heavy-duty transportation specialists around the globe, the Pentagon also trusts in the transport technology from Goldhofer. The US Navy turned to Berard Transportation, an old-established Goldhofer customer, to handle the project of the launch of the USS Coronado, which is latest in the independence class of vessels, costing like 440 million dollars. Berard, a leading specialist for heavy haulage in the USA, makes consistent use of Goldhofer’s heavy-duty technology and for the Coronado mission deployed a total of 104 axle lines in the form of Goldhofer PST/ES-E and PST/SL-E heavy-duty modules with multiway steering. A CAN network was used for electronic synchronization of the hydraulic functions of the two types of vehicle. That made it possible for the complete configuration to be handled by a single operator using remote control.

The first step of the project was to load the 2800-ton navy ship onto Goldhofer’s self-propelled PST/SL-E modules in the Alabama shipyard belonging to the Australian shipbuilder Austal and transfer it to a floating dock. That way it could be moved to a dry dock further downstream. There the Goldhofer axle lines were used to move the 127-meter-long and 30-meter-wide colossus, mainly built of aluminum, into the dock for the actual launch.

Chief Operating Officer Braedon Berard: “For us, it is a great honor to be entrusted with a highly prestigious job of such importance for our country. It was an amazing experience and also a great pleasure to cooperate with the specialists from Austal. We had just two days to handle the project, and thanks to our long years of experience with special transportation work and the reliable equipment from Goldhofer, we completed the job in time and without any incidents. We can always rely on our Goldhofer axle lines.
The US Navy contract is an excellent reference for our company too, and I’m very pleased we were able to help Braedon and his great team handle such an impressive project. In Memmingen, we are very proud to see the world’s most expensive and important vessels traveling on Goldhofer axles before they are launched,” said Stefan Fuchs, CEO at Goldhofer.

We are very happy to have such a strong partner as Goldhofer for handling challenging assignments,” said Braedon.

The Goldhofer PST/E-SE and PST/SL-E modules employed to move the USS Coronado have hydrostatic drive and electronic multeway steering and offer flexibility. In addition to the standard steering modes (normal, diagonal, transversal and carousel), the company’s self-propelled modules can be operated with special steering programs without the need for major modifications to the vehicle combination. The heart of the affair with any self-propelled vehicle is the power pack, which is available in a 155 kW and a 360 kW version. This is the drive unit for the hydrostatic drive and houses all the controls and instruments for the self-propelled vehicles.

“USS Coronado

The USS Coronado is the latest addition to the US Navy’s fleets. It is a littoral combat ship, a type of warship that the USA wants to deploy as it intensifies the fight against terrorism. The USS Coronado will be commissioned this year and will be stationed in San Diego (California).
More than devices for road construction machines

Providing only CAN-connectable devices for road construction machines is not sufficient to be successful in mobile machine automation. You also need to understand how to pave and compact. Moba, established more than 40 years ago, develops and manufactures electronic control devices in close cooperation with its customers not only for road construction machinery. This includes on-board host computers, leveling and positioning sensors, human machine interfaces (HMI), and software for these devices. Of course, the devices provide CAN and CANopen connectivity. The host controller, programmable in IEC 61131-1 languages (Codesys), features up to three CAN/CANopen interfaces.

The company, headquartered in Limburg (Germany), was an early bird in CAN technology. CiA member since 1992, engineers of the company participated in the CiA technical groups, which standardize higher-layer protocols and associated profiles.

The company has developed electronic control systems dedicated to graders (a machine with a long blade to create a flat surface), pavers (a machine laying asphalt), compactors (a machine compacting the asphalt), or other mobile machinery. Some of these devices are used in different kind of machines. HMI devices, for example, are integrated in most of the machine control networks. This is why the company has developed a modular HMI series.

Graders need to be leveled

The grader precisely distributes the material in the blade over the surface, fills holes, and flattens bumps. Via tachymeter or by means of GNSS, position and height of the machine are constantly determined and the blade is adjusted accordingly. The operator has an overview of all operations on the display in the vehicle cab. This is possible due to the 3D-matic leveling system. This system, which was developed for graders, dozers, and blades,

Figure 1: Grader working on a sports court in Southern Germany using the 3D-matic leveling system

Figure 2: “The system is really simple to operate,” stated Wendelin Schneider
PROEMION REAL-TIME →
Fast and affordable telematics solutions
PROEMION Real-Time →
Worldwide access to operational and diagnostic data

TRADITIONAL ON-SITE WORKSHOP DIAGNOSTICS

CAN data is read via cable connection – remote diagnosis is not possible.

PROEMION REAL-TIME TELEDIAGNOSIS

The PROEMION Real-Time remote diagnosis solution enables access to vehicle operational data, machines or remote objects in real time – anytime, anywhere. With conventional diagnostic systems, such data is only available on site. PROEMION Real-Time enables wireless connectivity with remote objects – regardless of distance. Global availability of diagnostic data not only facilitates error detection and prevention, but also allows a timely response to critical values. Errors can be rectified without costly and time-intensive on-site repairs, downtime is reduced or even avoided.

Advantages:
- wireless access – thanks to GSM / UMTS bridging
- immediate global diagnosis of vehicles and other remote objects
- PROEMION Real-Time compliments / replaces workshop diagnostics
- easy integration into existing hardware and software
- extremely time- and resource-efficient
- service-oriented solutions provide quick problem detection
- effective diagnostics
New Real-Time "Dashboard" feature →
A global telematics system – no additional hardware required

NEW: PROEMION REAL-TIME "DASHBOARD"

As an advanced version of our established PROEMION Real-Time solution, "Dashboard" – a new desktop application – provides optimal, extremely user-friendly representation of globally retrievable CAN data. Upon installing the PROEMION CAN-link GSM / UMTS module, no additional hardware modules are required for reading the accessed data.

PROEMION Real-Time can quickly process and clearly illustrate "Dashboard" data received via GSM / UMTS bridging. Results are individually configurable, no specific programming skills are required.

Dashboard Software:

Visualization individually configurable for:
- cockpit instruments
- circular displays
- bar graphs
- single to five-axis representation
- value display
- status indicator
- buttons and switches
- bar and line diagrams

The new "Dashboard":
- is a free enhancement of PROEMION Real-Time
- can be downloaded on www.proemion.de at the login area
- is extremely easy to handle and price-oriented

Please review our range of services and let yourself be convinced by our diverse applications of telematics solutions.
PROEMION Real-Time Package –
Our package includes the following components:

**CANlink® GSM / UMTS**
The CANlink transmits CAN messages to the PROEMION Real-Time Server via GPRS / UMTS and the Internet. The device includes all required accessories and software, such as the SoftGateway.

**CANview® USB (optional)**
The CANview USB is connected to the PC's USB interface and converts all received messages to local CAN, so that the information transmitted to your existing CAN diagnostics device is equal to the source CAN messages.

**Security Token (optional)**
The Token generates authentication data for online identification when accessing the vehicle or machine via a direct Real-Time connection.

**PROEMION Real-Time Server**
The PROEMION Real-Time Server is for communication handling and message routing.
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cesses 3D data (when that is not available, it can use 2D data, as well). It combines so-to-say 3D and 2D computers in a single housing. The displays as well as the necessary sensors are also suitable for 3D and 2D applications. The benefit: Depending on the project, the operator can thus work with 3D or 2D.

The leveling system is also usable in smaller projects such as the renovation of a soccer court. Wendelin Schneider used the 3D-matic system in his grader, when he renovated a sports field in the stadium of Bahlingen (Germany). His task: The hard court from the 1960s had to be reconstructed and converted to a grass court. This meant that an area of 7000 m² had to be re-worked and re-leveled. He generated the terrain model with Autocad, and transferred it as a DFX file on a USB stick from the PC to the CAN-based leveling system. After he removed the red sand layer, he re-leveled the subgrade — a total of 600 t of material — using the 3D system.

To prevent rainwater from collecting on the court and to instead allow it to drain uniformly, the surface must not be completely flat, but should rather have specific inclines. For the above-mentioned soccer court, this was realized through a hipped profile. That means that multiple inclines were necessary on this surface and a uniform gradient of 0.8 % to 1 % incorporated on all four sides from the middle to the edge of the court. And the advantages of the 3D system came into play. “With the 3D-matic, I can travel the entire length in one pass, and the system automatically regulates the height and incline angle of the blade depending on which part of the court I am currently traveling over with the grader,” explained the grader operator. “If one was to use a system with a laser, it would be necessary to exit the cab intermittently and adjust the laser transmitter accordingly for the various inclines.” In addition, the grader does not need to travel in lanes, but can instead be driven in any direction, since the receiver on the machine constantly captures the tachymeter signal and adjust the blade accordingly. Passes can even be made over the corners without problem.

Over a distance of up to 200 m, the receiver captures the signal with an accuracy of less than 5 mm. Even at the edge of the curb, where deviations frequently arise when working with a laser, the grader with the 3D leveling system operates with precision, since the terrain model can be implemented according exactly to the specifications and the existing conditions.

The grader can be operated via the touch-screen display as well as the keyboard. Processing the surface with the 3D system saves time and fuel and improves the quality in the construction process. “Using the system, I can attain time savings of two thirds over manual processing. No stakes need to be set, no wires tensed and no measurements performed,” said the contractor. An upgrade from 2D to 3D was no problem, as Wendelin Schneider confirmed, who also worked with the 2D System GS-506 from Moba. After processing the subgrade and the leveling layer, an approximately 2 cm plastic coating was applied with a surface finisher and the irrigation and the turf installed. The ball is rolling again, sooner as expected.

Figure 3: “The machine and the corresponding values are depicted clearly,” said Wendelin Schneider

Figure 4: Paving machine controlled by the Big Sonic-Ski leveling system

Moba community
Moba has established an online community website for people interested in construction machine development. The intention was for it to be company-independent. However, this has not been achieved yet. Most of the contributors are the company’s employees and customers. Nevertheless, sometimes valuable postings and discussions can be found on the website.
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When working with GNSS, the 3D leveling system ascertains the machine position with its GNSS sensor. The control unit compares the machine position with the design data and calculates the deviations. Corrections for these deviations are performed in the blade controller. The CANopen-based leveling system scores with the straightforward menu navigation on the 7-inch touchscreen display.

**Mobile machines**

**Pavers need to measure asphalt temperature**

Quality is a top priority in road construction — that includes not only the optimum composition of the material, but also an optimum process flow during the construction work. One aspect that plays an important role in the entire process chain — from the asphalt plant to compaction — is the temperature of the asphalt. Temperature differences and the paving of asphalt that is too cold lead to road damages, which result in additional costs of up to 46% due to a shorter lifetime of the road.

The CANopen-based Pave-IR system provides in addition to the established temperature-bar a new way to use a temperature scanner to monitor the temperature during asphalt paving and document it for the entire project. As a result, contractors can optimize their processes and verify the quality of the paving process. The system uses a micro-controller based temperature scanner over the entire paving width of up to 8 m to measure the temperature of the asphalt. The measurement width can be set individually. With up to 31 measurement points, the scanner achieves an accuracy of ±2 °C at typical asphalt temperatures. The temperature profile is displayed in real-time on the display. As a result, the operator can react at any time if irregularities occur. In addition, the profile is stored with the GPS position data and transferred to a USB stick. With the Pave Project Manager software, the user can evaluate and document the data in the office. Alternatively, the data can be sent to a server via GSM, where it can be called up at any time with a web application.

At Bauma 2013, Moba presented its Big Sonic-Ski leveling system dedicated to pavers. It now features four ultrasound sensors. With them, the system can even smooth road waves that occur in regular intervals of 5 m to 7 m. Those cannot be detected when using a smaller number of sensors. Using ultrasound sensors, the subgrade is scanned over an area extending up to 13 m. By calculating an average during the height measurement, a virtual reference level is determined and the screed of the paver controlled accordingly. The leveling system thereby evens out bumps in the subgrade and achieves a verifiably greater smoothness during asphalt paving.

**Rollers need to be leveled and need to measure temperatures**

The quality and thus longevity of an asphalt road can be improved considerably through homogeneous and high-quality compaction. The MCA-2000 roller system facilitates controlled compaction during asphalt paving. With the recently introduced additional function of wireless data transfer, data can now be exchanged quickly and conveniently between machine and office, eliminating the need to travel from the office to the construction site.

The CANopen-based roller control system uses temperature sensors to measure the asphalt temperature and uses GNSS positioning of the roller to ascertain the number of passes. By means of the combination and visualization of this information on the display, the operator can immediately identify where sufficient compaction has already been performed and where additional passes are still necessary. By means of the temperature display, the system allows compaction to be performed in the optimum temperature spectrum. This prevents the compaction of asphalt that is too cold, which can damage the material and lead to subsequent road damage.

The Kaliningrad motorway “Primorsk Ring” is one of the prestige projects currently under construction within the scope of infrastructure improvements in the Russian exclave. With a total length of approximately 180 km, the ring road will encircle the city of Kaliningrad in a broad arc around the Samland peninsula. ZAO VAD, the construction consortium for this project, and OOO SMD Balt Avtomatika, a dealer of leveling and control systems, have chosen the MCA-2000 control system. “The requirement in this project was to make the compaction more controllable as in the past,” said Yuri Dolgilevich from Balt Avtomatika. “With the MCA-2000 roller control system, the material system can be compacted in a more controlled manner.” The compaction information appears directly on the display and the roller operator can use it to compact those areas where the temperature is in the optimum temperature range from 100 °C to 140 °C. “During comparison measurements, the temperature displayed by the system was identical to the temperature that we measured and thereby provided an increase in quality.”

*Figure 5: In cab display shows the progress of the paving process.*

*Figure 6: Roller in Russia implementing the MCA-2000 control system.*
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facilitates a reliable temperature measurement,” explained the Russian dealer of leveling and control systems. This prevents asphalt that is either too cold or too hot from being compacted.

In addition to the temperature, the system also records the passes of the roller by means of GNSS positioning and compares target and actual passes. The current status is visualized in real-time on the touch-screen using a color scheme. This way, the roller operator can identify where a sufficient amount of compaction has been performed and which sections still require passes. The recorded data is compiled for a report and read out using a USB memory stick. This allows optimizing the compaction process and leads to fuel reductions of about 20%. The operators are pleased that Russian is available as a language option.

Matthias Limbach, working with Moba, described in his presentation at the MMC (Mobile Machine Control) conference the future of compaction controlling. “The use of a GNSS receiver is undisputed: It actually builds the basis for most reliable...”

---

Alfons Horn, Moba’s Vice President of Engineering and Development answered some questions by the CAN Newsletter editors.

He joined the company in 1983. Today, more than 70 engineers belong to his department.

Q: Moba has used CAN networks for its products quite early. What was the main reason for that?

A: Yes, we started very early using CAN as an interface connection for our products. It was about the same time when CiA was founded. In fact, at that time we considered various possibilities to build up a sensor network, which is more reliable, stable, easy to use and cost efficient at the same time. As soon as we analyzed the CAN protocol in more detail, it was clear "CAN" will be the right choice for the future, with all the functions implemented in hardware like bus arbitration, CRC, Stuff bits and so on. Furthermore CAN was intended to be the future network system for the car industry, and therefore, high production numbers and low cost per node were quite obvious at that time.

Q: You are in favor of open communication standards. Are you not afraid that competitors are invited to copy your solutions?

A: Not really, because the main product features and the selling points are derived from the product core functionality. Considering a sensor for a road construction machine, the customer is focusing on the product properties and characteristics, like working accuracy, stability over a wide temperature range, robustness in general and in particular features for controlling the construction machine tooling. Nowadays CAN and CANopen networks are the de facto standards on these construction machines. Furthermore, when designing a new machine control system, the main discussion is about the CAN network structure, safety aspects and redundancy and for these points we also have to offer our expertise. So our customers get more than just a sensor or controller.

Q: In the beginning Moba was focused on paving machines. In the meantime, you provide solutions for many other mobile machines. What is coming next?

A: Right, in the very beginning we learned a lot from paving machines and found out that it’s a must to know the machine technology and specific features in detail, in order to develop the right products and being able to constructively support a new system design. Based on this principle, we would like to extend the various machine functionalities for our customers. Next steps are: machine-to-machine communication via radio link, internet connection, safety concepts for critical machine functions. In particular internet connection and Web-based technologies could significantly increase the overall machine functionality.

Q: Are you missing dedicated CANopen profiles?

A: Over the years, CiA did a really good job in promoting and supporting various CANopen profiles. So there are already a large number of different profiles available, everybody can participate. Considering CAN FD and it’s possibilities I’m sure there will be further profiles and updates of profiles required. For the road construction industry there are a lot of ongoing discussions on how to increase road quality. Sooner or later an asphalt quality profile will be required.

Q: What is your opinion on the acceptance of the recently introduced CAN FD data-link layer in mobile machines?

A: Even today, road construction machines, or more general mobile machines, require (or it would be desirable) higher communication bandwidth for CAN networks, if we consider ECU flashing, diagnostics of complete mobile system, or applications where we have to transfer a lot of user data. For example, in 3D machine control we use embedded Ethernet to transfer the digital terrain model to the main leveling controller, although we would have preferred a CAN-based solution. With the support of 64-byte payloads and higher CAN speed, CAN FD will give us the opportunity to handle these requirements without introducing a total new technology. Overall, using CAN and CAN FD will lead to a more consistent, homogenous and easy to handle network system concept for mobile construction machines.
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The modular design allows creating machine-specific operating units even with small production quantities. The CAN-connectable HMIs are configurable regarding the display, the buttons, and the joysticks. They are built of up to six modules, which are linked together and to the machine network via plug connections.

The display module is available as a black-and-white display, or as a programmable color display. The programmable version implements Codesys, which is an IEC 61131-3-compatible PLC runtime software. In addition, the module is equipped with three softkey buttons and the encoder, which can optionally be attached to the side of the module, in order to facilitate menu navigation. An additional cover protects the display from damage. The joystick module is available in two versions: one lockable, the other one non-lockable and equipped with a railing. The joystick mechanics and evaluation electronics are contact-free and assembled separately. This functionality allows the joystick to be exchanged within seconds and prevents the ingress of moisture. The button module with up to nine buttons, which can be assigned to any function, offers flexible application in different construction machines. All modules are also available as blanco-modules, which means they are available in a neutral white design and the customer can add his own design-foil. Optionally, customers can integrate up to four of their own operating and display elements, implementing, for example, a key switch. Furthermore, an emergency stop switch with a special protective housing can be attached to the module.

The robust housing and the modules, sealed with potting compound with a special casting technique, protect the electronic components from dust, moisture and vibration. Each module can be controlled separately with CANopen. Due to the square form of the modules, the HMI can be assembled flexibly and applied both vertically and horizontally.

Figure 7: Displaying the passes in real-time and color

Figure 8: “Compaction of the paved material is one aspect that plays a key part in a successful result,” said Ronald Brinks from ZAO VAD compacting the ring road for the 2018 Football World Cup venue in Kaliningrad (Russia).
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Various kind of inconsistencies have been typical problems in design of distributed control systems. The first solved issue was an automated generation of signal and parameter abstraction from CANopen project avoiding the inconsistent names between application software and communication [1]. The use of meta information of signals and local parameters, such as name, minimum, maximum and default values has already been implemented to avoid the most common inconsistencies [2].

Producers NMT state is used for monitoring the status of signal producer devices [2] and connections between the devices [5]. Name, network and node identifiers, object index and sub-index are included into meta information of remote parameters to avoid inconsistent parameter accesses [2]. A method for management of CANopen emergency error codes has been introduced to fill the main missing feature of CANopen [4].

One of the most significant remaining source of inconsistencies in system designs is, how to apply the SI-Units and scaling used by the sensors, actuators and I/O devices to the application programs. Main challenge during the design is that both SI-SI-Unit and scaling may need to be adjusted during the development and it shall be guaranteed that same values will be used by both producer and consumer devices.

CANopen provides an excellent basis for systematic management of the SI-Unit and scaling information by defining representation of SI-Units with prefixes [6]. Some device profiles already support definition of the signal physical units via object dictionary [11], [13] or fixed unit with adjustable scaling [12], [14]. Support of more detailed scaling than just a prefix varies between the device profiles and implementation, because optional objects may also have an effect on SI-Unit and scaling details.

Though there is not dedicated meta information for SI-Unit and scaling of object dictionary objects, such information can be synthesized from various parameter object values.

The approach cannot cover all signals and parameters, but provides an excellent workaround while better support is included into corresponding CANopen standards.

The most commonly used device profiles are reviewed and basics of CANopen projects are presented first. Then, an example implementation using combined pressure and temperature transmitter is described in more detailed level. After description of the implementation, discussion of the results and notices are presented. The conclusions are set as a last topic.

Figure 1: The seven base SI-Units and their interdependencies (clockwise from the top: Kelvin (temperature), second (time), meter (length), kilogram (mass), candela (luminous intensity), mole (amount of substance, and Ampere (electric current))
SI-Units in CANopen device profiles

Only some the most common device profiles are covered by the review of this article. The presented concept also applies for other profiles. The purpose of the review is to briefly summarize the objects, where SI-Unit and scaling information is available. Readers are advised to read the device profile documents for further details.

I/O devices according to CiA 401 can support units only if an optional objects are supported [9].

Unit for analog inputs is located at 6430h, and for analog outputs at 6450h. However, because of the general purpose nature of I/O devices, there are significant risks for inconsistency. First, sensors and actuators cannot be unambiguously identified over an analog signal path. Therefore it cannot be guaranteed that the connected sensor or actuator supports the signal type, for which the I/O device has been configured. Invalid combinations may look working properly over a wider signal value range, which may lead to incorrect behavior or even safety risk. Furthermore, the mentioned objects define the SI-Unit, but no scaling, which may be implemented differently in different devices. Units are typically not used for outputs of joysticks and pedals. Joystick and pedal devices are indicated by higher word of the device type [10].

Transmitters according to CiA 404 are simple to manage. There are a set of objects defining the units and scaling of each channel [11]. SI-Unit with prefix is located at 6131h, and the number of digits supported by the channel at 6132h. Scaling and offsets are used for calibration of the sensing element. Transmitters has been selected as a proof of concept because of the simple and unambiguous approach along with the common implementations. Transmitters can be mainly identified based on the higher word of device type – pressure and temperature transmitters support only analog inputs.

Encoders are even simpler, because CiA 406 clearly defines how to configure the encoder output signals. Furthermore, rotary and linear encoders have dedicated objects and the detailed encoder type is indicated in the higher word of the device type [12]. Measuring step is given directly as µm for linear encoders. For rotary encoders, measuring step shall be computed from the number of steps per revolution. Measuring step for linear encoders is located at 6005h, and the number of steps per revolution for rotary encoders is located at 6001h. The unit of speed information is always measuring units per second. Most common parameters, such as preset and CAM thresholds, use the same unit with scaled output signal. If scaling is disabled, default values of the scaling objects can be used instead. Scaling and preset are activated from operating parameters object, which is located at 6000h.

Hydraulic drives are covered by CiA 408. SI-Unit with prefix may be defined for each set-point and actual value signal [13]. If unit is not defined, internal resolution shall be used as a relative set-point or actual value. Internal resolution is defined in the device profile and it may be either 16 bit (IR) or 32 bit (IR32). For example, set-point for spool position control is located at 6300h, and pressure control at 6380h. Sub-index one of each object is used for the value itself.

SI-Units and prefixes are given in optional sub-indexes two and three. Same principle applies for actual spool position and actual pressure located at 6301h.
SI-Units
The International System of Units (SI-Units) represents the physical units of the metric system.
It is internationally standardized in the ISO/IEC 80000 series of standards. The standard also specifies the International System of Quantities (ISQ). The SI-Units have been nearly globally adopted: Only Liberia, Myanmar, and the United States of America have not adopted SI-Units as their official system of weights and measures.

CANopen project and DCF files
Each CANopen project consists of a set of DCF files – one for each device [7]. The DCF-files forming a project are listed in an additional project file, nodelist.cpj [2].

**Figure 2: Excerpt of an example transmitter DCF with output signal and SI-Unit**

System design tools may use their own file formats, but the main contents is always equal and it is easy to convert the proprietary files into standard format before other conversions. It is presented earlier, how calls to external add-on applications for e.g. code header export can be included into EDS and DCF files [1].

Main information source is included into object dictionary description part of DCF files [2]. All defined meta information of and 6381h respectively. Axis control set-points and actual values are included also as pairs, both with optional SI-Units and prefixes. Setpoints and actual values are located at 6500h and 6501h for velocity control, at 6580h and 6581h for force or pressure control and at 6600h and 6601h for position control.

Inclinometers follow device profile CIA 410. Main parameter for inclinometers is just a resolution of the output angles at 6000h [14].

The first potential source for errors is, that if 16-bit output signals are used, maximum resolution cannot be supported for the full 360 degrees measuring range. Main parameters, presets and differential offsets are using same unit with the output signals.

**Conversion process**
Unit synchronization has been included as part of the IEC 61131-3 communication abstraction generation presented earlier [1], [2]. There has been already a reservation for unit information in the presented code examples. The abstraction generation is divided into three parts – CANopen project parse, project analysis and device specific abstraction export. CANopen project parser just reads project information into memory as efficiently as possible. Parser independent of the analysis and export enables further improvement.
to e.g. support XDC files instead of DCFs when format becomes finalized and commonly adopted in the industry. Optionally nodelist.cpj may be replaced with proposed nodelist.graphml [3], if adopted as part of CIA 311 [8] as proposed. Parameter values are defined during the system design, based on the system requirements. Thus, EDS files cannot be used as a source.

Analysis part is source and target format independent, which enables flexible analysis of the project information and synthesis of information. Information synthesis is required, because a lot of information is distributed either in multiple objects of each DCF file or even in multiple DCF files. PDO connections between the devices can be followed based on CAN-IDs. Connections can be expanded into signal level by reading corresponding mapping information. After finding out signal connections, units need to be determined. As described earlier, supported device profile shall be read first. Then the supported units and scaling can read and computed from corresponding objects and added to the meta information of the signals.

Discussion and conclusion

Internal configuration affects on the units in most of the devices and therefore it is best to retrieve the units and scaling from the system project into abstraction layer of application software. Configuration is stored in standard DCF-files, where it can be accessed in a vendor, tool and device independent way. One interesting topic for future research is, how the device parameterization can be simplified.

The concept may be expanded to cover parameters and other device profiles, too. Main parameters
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Figure 4: HMIs may convert the SI-Units to national units for convenience, but the CANopen devices must not communicate non SI-Units
of CANopen encoders, preset and CAMs are using the same SI-Unit and scaling with the position signal. CANopen transmitters use the same scaling for primary output signal, net output after tare function as well as optional controller and limit functions using input signals. Same defined scaling is used for all signals and parameters in CANopen inclinometers. Drive profiles are the most complex and will need to be analyzed further.

All device profiles support objects using predefined format, from which type definitions may be defined in code header modules. In the future, along with the CiA 311, such information may be included into the XDD and XDC files. Such objects are e.g. polarity, filter enable, output error mode control and transmission event control objects for I/O devices. Transmitters support additionally sensor type, filtering and operational mode controls. Encoders support operational mode control and status in a fixed format. Both supported and pending warnings and alarms are clearly indicated in a predefined format. Hydraulic drives support fixed format objects for various device and program control purposes. Resolution and operating parameters are available in a predefined format for inclinometers.

SI-Unit and scaling information may also be added into system design tools to enable them to include such information into communication databases (DBC) to improve network analyses. Both DBC and many analyzer programs already support signal scaling and physical units. One approach could be standardization of the presentation of signal and parameter meta information – especially scaling – in IEC 61131-3 as co-operation of CiA and PLCopen. Following the CANopen device profiles and standard storage formats is essential, also to get SI-Unit and scaling management working. Traditional CANopen concepts provide good basis for unit management, without dependences on system tools, device vendors or types. The approach may be easily improved further. The most essential is to get the XDD/XDC formats finalized and into use because of more complete support of object units and enumeration.

Systematic and automated SI-Unit and scaling management will increase the design process performance further by reducing the need to read written manuals and enter such parameter values manually as a raw values. However, the most significant benefit is an avoidance of system configuration inconsistencies in projects, caused by the human mistakes. For especially ever increasing functional safety requirements demand the realization of designed safety integrity level in system assembly and service. Systematic information management has a key role, because most of the design information inconsistencies potentially decrease the safety performance of systems.

There are fixed values for units and scaling in the simplest devices and it is wasting of memory to include corresponding constant information in read-only objects.

The information is mostly needed only in design time, one approach could be to introduce a totally new access type – info – for objects, for which the EDS files contain important constant value information for design tools but which are not implemented in the devices. Another approach could be to introduce a new object flag to indicate that an object is for information only and not implemented in the device. Modern systematic and automated design information management requires all possible meta information to be able to provide maximum efficiency.
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MSF Vathauer Antriebstechnik is supplementing its family of fully electronic motor starters and frequency converters for decentralized automation with the Mono-Switch Fieldpower for logistics systems and the p&f Energy Saver Controller for power and free conveyor systems. As drive system partner, MSF Vathauer Antriebstechnik uses the Fieldpower power network system by Weidmüller for its drive solutions.

With both drive systems, MSF Vathauer is promoting the factory of the future, which will organize itself. This concept is known as the fourth industrial revolution, or simply 'Industry 4.0'. MSF-Vathauer Antriebstechnik is already making a contribution in this area, which will enable autonomous decision processes in companies and entire value creation networks to be managed and optimized in close to real time. The company is presenting a drive automation system that can be used, for example, to automate logistics systems and other industrial applications with or without overriding system control and adapt them to changing production processes. The motor management is distributed in a decentralized manner via a power network cable to the machinery line, with all of the motor management components communicating with each other. Fieldpower by Weidmüller is a modular power network system for decentralized automation. The MSF Vathauer drive components are simply plugged into the installed Fieldpower boxes on location, which has the advantage of greatly shortened installation and activation times, as well as the modular design of the production structures. Facility planning is also accelerated with this integrated and flexible drive solution.

Figure 1: Single-drive roller conveyors and installed Mono-Switch Fieldpower drives: thanks to their internal control logic, the devices can be operated without an overriding control system.

Figure 2: Power & free conveyor systems are robust and reliable material flow systems with a high degree of flexibility for the user.
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Industry 4.0 represents a complete realignment of industry. Rigid, inflexible manufacturing systems will be transformed into modular, efficient and non-resource intensive smart factories, in which embedded systems will play a key role.

In what are known as ‘cyber-physical systems’, which form the core of the new philosophy, each work piece has a digital product memory which defines what it is and what should happen with it next – and this is the case throughout the value chain from the first stage of processing through to logistics. The self-organizing factory with its embedded systems is becoming reality.

For logistics systems, MSF Vathauer offers a new product called Mono-Switch Fieldpower Even Thinking. Thanks to its internal control logic (Even Thinking), the decentralized drive system does not require an overriding control system. As soon as a work piece makes contact, it is identified by a sensor attached directly to the motor starter. The signal is then forwarded to the relevant drives, which ensure that the correct procedure is followed. This process is illustrated by the example of a zero-pressure accumulation conveyor system: as soon as the conveyed product reaches its intended destination, a receipt report is issued, which tells the previous conveyor element that the product has arrived and a new one can be sent if required. If the production or logistics flow changes, motor management can be easily and quickly adapted to the new production requirements by adding or removing drive units in the power and communication line. This enables both the conveyor units and the communication between the conveyor elements to be flexibly adapted to new production requirements. It’s simple: plug and play. The motor starters, which are directly integrated into the conveyor systems, take care of the entire automation process; the only additional requirement is a mini-switching cabinet for the supply and fusing of the mains voltage. The standard sensors used are also connected to the motor starter directly via standard cables. The benefits are self-evident: the use of standard components and the elimination of system control generate considerable cost savings. In addition, the customer has to spend less time on installation. Thanks to the simple assembly of the power distribution system and the efficient installation of all motor connections and sensors, installation times are reduced by up to 50 %. An additional cost-cutting factor is the power network system, which is installed close to the motor directly in the system field.

Power & free (p&f) conveyor systems are robust and reliable material flow systems with a high degree of flexibility for the user. They are particularly suitable for transporting materials under difficult environmental influences, such as dirt and high temperatures. Using the decentralized p&f Energy Saver Controller enables a high degree of flexibility during the planning and automation phase. The controller can be installed at any point close to the actuators in the machine’s vicinity, and with p&f conveyor systems at decentralized locations along the belt systems. The system is supplied and controlled via a power and data network line. To this end, a p&f network interface transforms the generic CANopen signals into p&f CANopen signals. The control signals from the CANopen network and the voltage supply are then combined in a single standard cable. The resulting power and data network is distributed via a single cable along the belts to the controllers, thus initiating the conveying process. CANopen cable lengths of 300 meter and more can be used with this system. Single feeders in line and tree structures can also be installed. Users have confirmed that the generated CANopen network runs stably and without disruptions. The controller has several inputs for initiators and an EIA-485 interface, for instance for an RFID antenna.
The realization of Industry 4.0 may appear utopian at first glance, but in fact current technologies are already bringing it to life. MSF Vathauer Antriebstechnik and Weidmüller present the first innovative drive and automation solutions, which will make the factory of the future a reality.

Fieldpower is a power network system by Weidmüller that is used as a modular basis for decentralized automation. The system is based on the Fieldpower box and an uncut standard round cable that can be used in cross sections of 2.5, 4 and 6 mm². The box takes care of the supply, bifurcation and distribution of the power. Inside the box are contact units with insulation displacement connectors (IDC technology) and colorful connection points, which guarantee a high degree of accuracy during wiring. MSF Vathauer Antriebstechnik chose the product as a basis for its devices, thus enabling the power and motor controls to be delivered directly to the application site. To do this, the devices are simply plugged into the box on location. Installation and activation times are considerably reduced. In addition, these automation concepts, which combine drive technology and automation, allow the use of very small switching cabinets and a significant reduction in the number of installed cables.
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An integrated drive solution – the Fieldpower box with plugged-in motor starter and frequency converter
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Conclusion

The connection for a manual control system is also integrated. The practical configuration guarantees flexible usage and effortless installation. Power savings at maximum performance are of key importance in modern systems; the system with its integrated power management achieves process-related power savings of at least 30%.
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Separating non-safety and safety software functions in ECUs

Kai-Daniel Niestroj

Tadano Faun GmbH utilize the ESX-3XL Safety controller with Codesys Safety SIL-2.

Introduction
In mobile machines often non-safety and safety functions are required. In order to avoid separate ECUs, OEMs demand to use one single ECU for both kinds of tasks. The EN/IEC 61508-3 international specifies technical measures to prevent negative side-effects of software and describes how to reduce the effort for certification of non-safety software modules running in a safety ECU.
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Using the Tricore micro-controller
The 32-bit MCU by Infineon provides one core, which is used for the safety and non-safety software. Safety and non-safety software are using the same CPU and the same on-chip memory (ROM and RAM). Merely the micro-controller features a memory protection unit (MPU). The MCU does not provide a complete temporal and spatial separation of its resources. This means, this functionality has to be added by the ECU design.

A watchdog controller and a task system to prioritize the available tasks are needed. These add-ons fulfill the temporal separation requirements. In our ECU design, the spatial separation is ensured through proprietary memory protection mechanism.

Figure 1 shows the software architecture for the C programming application. The green block, denoted as Safety Layer (SL) API, is presenting the memory protection layer. Based on the C application level the safe and non-safe functions are conducted through the SL-API. After the execution there, all functions are passed to the Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL). Each HAL function has its own SL function. Before executing HAL functions, the additional safety checks and MPU configurations are executed in the SL-API. The described STW task system, which is used by the application code, has the same features as an RTOS (real-time operating system) task system. The task system is fundamentally required for the temporal separation of safe and non-safe code. The linkage of the STW task system with the safety layer is shown in Figure 2.

Global or static functions and data can be stored in three different memory areas with different security levels (system, safety, and non-safety) and each level has different memory access rights. The system level is reserved for internal system functionalities and has access rights to all memory areas and CPU registers. All interrupts will be executed in the system safety level. System functions have read/write access to system, safety and non-safety data. Safety-related data must be protected against access from the non-safe components of the application. Code that will be executed in safety level, usually implements safety-related functionality (for example handling of safety ECU outputs) and must be
verified and documented according to the required safety standards. This level will have read access to all memory areas and write access to protected and non-safe data. System data cannot be accessed from this level.

The non-safety level has access to application data that is not used for safety-related functionalities. Code executed in this level has no write access to safety and system data. Therefore, it can be changed without affecting safety-related functionality.

The task system differs two types of mechanism, safe tasks and non-safe tasks. Managing different code classes and granting write permissions are the key properties. The task system also administrates available memory. Task stack and static data of safety relevant tasks are write-protected; this is achieved by means of the on-chip MPU.

Safety requirements have to be taken into consideration for the configuration of the ECU hardware. For example, an output defined as safe, shall be only accessed by safety functions. The safety layer features the following behavior:

- SL-API is an additional software layer, which is simply placed on top of the HAL;
- SL-API is directly coupled to the STW task system and uses the MPU of the Tricore CPU to refuse writing on global data, if the executed function does not have the required write permission for the task;
- SL-API allows the application to interact between safety and non-safety functionalities.

The SL-API was needed for the Codesys Safety SIL-2 runtime system (RTS) for the ESX-3XL modular safety controller.

Using Codesys Safety SIL-2

Codesys by 3S is a software platform especially designed to fulfill different requirements of industrial automation projects. The IEC 61131-3 standard can be used to create safety-related applications.
In accordance with the PLCopen (nonprofit trade organization for IEC 61131) guidelines, the safety-related applications can be subdivided into three levels:

- **Basic level**
- **Extended level**
- **System level**

When implementing PLC application software in basic or extended level, only graphic languages (LVL) are allowed, including the FBD and LD languages. Non-graphical languages (FVL) are not qualified (for details see EN/IEC 62061 chapter 3.2.49). However, if suitable coding guidelines are applied, almost any programming language can be used for the basic or the extended level. Such coding guidelines have to be approved by safety assessment. If the coding guidelines are approved, certification can take place in accordance with EN/IEC 62061.

In the basic and the extended level, the user has to consider linking restrictions, and as an additional requirement only pre-certified modules are allowed. The extended level is usually used for the preparation of pre-certified function libraries. The advantage of both levels is that tests only according to EN/IEC 62061 are required.

The system level allows the use of FVL and especially ST languages.

The development system is the heart of Codesys software approach. It offers integrated, user-friendly solutions to support development tasks. In Codesys, several PLC programming languages are available. In accordance to the relevant standards EN 62061 and EN13849, the languages can be divided into two categories:

- **LVL (low variability language)**
  - Function block diagram (FBD)
  - Ladder diagram (LD)
- **FVL (full variability language)**
  - Instruction list (IL)
  - Sequential function chart (SCF)
  - Structured text (ST)

Codesys Safety SIL-2 is based on Codesys version 3. The system architecture of Codesys RTS is shown in Figure 3. The SW Base System is the lowest software layer in the RTS. Above the SW Base System, the STW Shell is placed. The Codesys Safety SIL-2 Core (PLC core) is embedded into the STW Shell. The STW Shell provides the interface between the PLC core, the SW Base System, and the PLC application program (IEC Application). Safety and functional requirements of the SW Base System and the PLC core are considered in the STW Shell. The Codesys RTS specific requirements are all implemented in the STW Shell. The entire PLC application program has to be developed according to the harmonized safety standards.
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- **System level**

When implementing PLC application software in basic or extended level, only graphic languages (LVL) are allowed, including the FBD and LD languages. Non-graphical languages (FVL) are not qualified (for details see EN/IEC 62061 chapter 3.2.49). However, if suitable coding guidelines are applied, almost any programming language can be used for the basic or the extended level. Such coding guidelines have to be approved by safety assessment. If the coding guidelines are approved, certification can take place in accordance with EN/IEC 62061.

In the basic and the extended level, the user has to consider linking restrictions, and as an additional requirement only pre-certified modules are allowed. The extended level is usually used for the preparation of pre-certified function libraries. The advantage of both levels is that tests only according to EN/IEC 62061 are required. The system level allows the use of FVL and especially ST languages.

The entire PLC application program has to be developed according to the harmonized safety standards.
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If the system level is applied, the EN/IEC 62061 requires that the software must be certified according to EN/IEC 61508.

In Figure 4, the program structure of a safety PLC application program is shown. As mentioned above, complex libraries can be pre-certified by using the system level or the extended level. After certification, they can be merged and categorized as basic level. This means that only integration tests are required. Another advantage is the reusability of pre-certified libraries. Thereby, the expenses for other application projects can be reduced.

Figure 5 shows a graphical data flow of an IEC application (PLCopen program). The data flow shows the separation between safe and non-safe functions in an easy and comprehensible format.

Codesys offers in addition to the compiler checks, a tool to check the source code based on pre-defined rules. Potential errors can be detected and already removed before the field tests begin.

Summary
Sensor Technik Wiedeman GmbH (STW) has many years of experience in developing safety ECUs. A new mechanism for ESX-3XL ensures temporal and spatial independence of SW functions for different risk ratings. This mechanism can be used in applications, where safety requirements have to be fulfilled. System designers have to focus only on safety software modules during the entire machinery lifecycle. Non-safety software will not have any influence on safety functions. Codesys Safety SIL-2 is now available for ESX-3XL customers. An entire IEC-Application has to be designed in accordance with the safety standards. To make it easier for your application to reach certification, pre-certified libraries can be used. STW offers pre-certified libraries. For on basic-level designed PLC software only integration tests for validation are required.

Figure 6: The ESX-3XL modular safety controller implements Codesys Safety SIL-2

Data Logger UniCAN 2

FPGA- and microcontroller-based stand-alone CAN bus data logger with fail-safe data acquisition.

Hardware
► Up to 4 galvanically insulated CAN bus interfaces
► Digital I/O
► Integrated GPS receiver and UMTS/GPRS modem (optional)
► CF card with storage capacity up to 128 GB
► Operating temperature range: -40 °C to +85 °C
► Very low stand-by power consumption

Software
► Recording of signals and messages in groups
► Triggers
► Communication protocols (optional)
  ► CCP
  ► J1939
  ► XCP on CAN
► Software extensions (optional)
  ► CANsend
  ► CAN Stimulation
  ► Seed & Key
Whoever has seen, maybe during a walk through the woods, the giant machines used to split tree trunks into handy logs, can guess that a lot of power and a sophisticated and robust machinery must be hidden in these machines. One provider of the machines is S&Ü Hydraulik- und Maschinenbau from Marienmünster. For about ten years, the company has been building saw and split machinery. They offer units for stationary use in yards and halls, which are mounted permanently and powered by an electric motor. Beyond that, the company offers mobile solutions, which split the trunks directly at the forest track. Companies that are commissioned by other firms to split wood at changing locations, might use those machines. The machines can either be powered by a diesel motor or by the tractor’s PTO.

Nearly all machines by S&Ü, stationary or mobile, have one thing in common: They are equipped with an Ewon router, a remote maintenance module by Wachendorff. “It’s a simple game of numbers,” explains Christoph Struk, who, as an electrical engineer, is responsible for the supervision/control of the machines. “Depending on the distance, the costs for the remote maintenance module can be redeemed with one single, saved trip.” The determining factor for the use of a remote maintenance solution came in 2009, when the company decided to deliver to countries without a local service partner. “We wanted to offer customer service in these countries too – but it had to be affordable and efficient,” by Wachendorff.
says Christoph Struk. “That’s why we looked for a tool that we could use for all units, which had to work equally reliably in stationary machines via LAN as it did in mobile machinery, for example via GSM.”

They found their solution at Wachendorff. “They offer different Ewon types, which we can choose from, depending on the particular case of operation. All of them communicate via the intercalated Talk2M-server, an online service portal, so that we always have the same user interface, no matter via which medium the information is transmitted,” explains Christoph Struk.

The possibility for remote maintenance is especially necessary in the first couple of weeks after the delivery. “When someone is standing somewhere in the field with their new machine for the first time, then most of the time questions arise. Sometimes the user doesn’t know exactly how to deal with status reports, or some components have to be re-adjusted after the drive and the first couple of hours of operation. In those cases we can have a look at the current user interface of the machine via the Ewon router and we can explain to the customer what reports mean or what they have to adjust for a trouble-free operating state.”

But the remote maintenance router is not the only device by Wachendorff that is employed in the units of S&U. In mobile units with diesel drives, Opus control panels are used. Because of the necessary compliance with the emission standard control, processes have to be executed according to the CAN protocol. The deployed device of the Opus series is the Opus A3-Stan- dard. The A3 product series offers devices for extreme environmental conditions. Besides a 4,3-inch display, a 32-bit processor with up to 532 MHz and a memory of up to 1 GiB, the appliance features a working temperature of -30 °C to 65 °C and a mechanical capacity of 30 G shock and 5 G vibration. The communication with the control happens via two CAN interfaces. CANopen and SAE J1939 are supported. The latter is used for the visualization and control of the motor data. Furthermore, the possibility to develop a proprietary protocol also exists. Flexibility and versat- ility is given through the op- tion of programming. Three different ways are open to the user: The first and easiest is the projection with the Wachendorff Projektor. Without in-depth program- ming skills, the users can help themselves from a pool of pre-made objects, e.g. bar charts, to create a graphical user interface. That’s what S&U do. The cooperation between Wachendorff and BU Power System, the German distributor for Perkins engines, led to the employ- ment of the Opus A3 in this application. Together, those two companies developed a motor management system with the Wachendorff Projektor. Beyond that, the de- vices can be programmed via the Codesys version 3.0 programming environment supporting IEC 61131-3 lan- guages. The interfaces of the operator panels are in- tegrated in the Codesys environment as libraries. Last but not least, the Linux operating system of the A3 family offers the option of de- veloping applications under C/C++. This is the alternative that offers the biggest free- dom during the development.

To combine all pro- cesses in one control panel would be completely uneco- nomical,” explains Christoph Struk.

On the one hand there are the two different worlds of mobile and industrial application, e.g. CAN and Profinet, which can’t be con- nected easily. On the other hand, S&U counts on a modular concept in all their machines, so that the cus- tomer only has to buy and pay for those elements that they really need. “Only in mobile units with diesel drive does the second panel is really needed.”

Christoph Struk is en- amored of the devices by Wachendorff, especially their robustness and variabil- ity, but also of the costumer service. It is important to al- ways have the same contact person, because “especially for the remote maintenance, the control devices and the remote maintenance solu- tions have to work together perfectly. Because we are working with a single manu- facturer, we prevent inter- face problems from the beginning.”

Ewon routers don’t need a gateway in order to di- rectly access the control de- vices and they depict exactly what the user somewhere in Europe is seeing right now, even from a distance, i.e. on Christoph Struk’s display in Marienmünster. Communica- tion in the other direc- tion also works flawlessly. “I can change settings from here, and I can even pro- gram the PLC, if that should become necessary,” he re- ports. That way, the ser- vice stays economical and efficient at the same time. “Troubleshooting can happen considerably faster than if we had to send someone on a trip.”
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Solutions for Open Networks from one Source

Open CAN-based protocols are the basis of networking in commercial vehicles, avionics and industrial control technology. Vector supports you in all development phases of these systems:

> Systematic network design with CANoe, ProCANopen and CANeds
> Successful implementation with source code for CANopen, J1939 and more
> Efficient configuration, test and extensive analysis with ProCANopen, CANoe and CANalyzer

Multifaceted trainings and individual consulting complete our extensive offerings.

Thanks to the close interlocking of the Vector tools and the competent support, you will increase the efficiency of your entire development process from design to testing.

Further information, application notes and demos: www.vector.com/opennetworks
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All you CAN plug

**CAN-PCIe/400**
- PCI Express-CAN interface
- High performance CAN interfaces
- Local intelligence based on esd-ACC
- Data transfer rates up to 1 Mbit/s
- Electrically isolated
- Provides high resolution hardware timestamp

**CAN-PCI104/200**
- PCI104-CAN interface
- One or two independent CAN interfaces for PCI104 bus
- Data transfer rates up to 1 Mbit/s
- Electrically isolated
- DeviceNet option available

**CAN-PCI/400**
- High performance CAN interfaces
- Local intelligence based on esd-ACC
- Data transfer rates up to 1 Mbit/s
- Electrically isolated
- Provides high resolution hardware timestamps

**EtherCAN**
- 10/100 BaseT Ethernet-CAN Gateway
- Ethernet protocols: TCP/IP, Modbus/TCP
- Data transfer rates up to 1 Mbit/s
- Configuration and Diagnostics by WEB Browser

**CAN-USB/2**
- CAN-USB interface
- Intelligent CAN interface with ARM 7
- USB 2.0 high speed interface with data rates of 480 Mbit/s
- Data transfer rates up to 1 Mbit/s
- Electrically isolated
- Provides high resolution hardware timestamps

**CAN-CBX-I/O**
- CANopen Input/Output Modules with In-Rail-Bus
- Connection of CAN and supply voltage without wiring effort
- Data transfer rates up to 1 Mbit/s
- Electrically isolated

**Gateways**
- EtherCAT-CAN
- PROFINET-CAN
- PROFBUS-CAN
- PROFBUS-DeviceNet
- EtherNet/IP-CAN

**Operating Systems**
esd supports the real-time multitasking operating systems
VxWorks, QNX, RTX and others as well as Linux and Windows 32bit/64bit systems

**CAN Tools**
- CANreal: Display and recording of CAN message frames
- CANplot: Display of online/offline CAN data
- CANrepo: Replay of pre-recorded CAN message frames via esd CAN interface
- CANscript: Python scripting tool to handle CAN messages
- COBview: Effective CANopen tool for the analysis/diagnostics of CANopen nodes

*The tools are free of charge on the driver CD or can be downloaded at www.esd.eu*